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Dutch celebrity-turned-designer nikkie Plessen 
is all about feminine spunk

 n
ikkie Plessen’s love for fashion began with a 
trip to a department store at age five. Weaving 
through a mind-boggling array of clothes, 
bags and shoes—all waiting to fulfil the needs 
and fantasies of women—Plessen recalls being 
“overwhelmed” at that experience. 

that life-changing memory never faded away. eventually, 
it even manifested into an eponymous fashion label that 
has chalked up a loyal following since being launched four 
years ago. “Who’d have known that years later, i’d open 
my own store-in-store in some of the world’s most well-
known department stores?” Plessen says of her growing 
retail network, which is currently being stocked in high-end 
boutiques and departments across europe and asia. 

in the netherlands, Plessen is a familiar face who needs no 
introduction. an actress first, her life in the spotlight started 
with movie roles and tV hosting duties for RtL  (europe’s 
renowned broadcaster) and MtV networks. When she was 
tasked with fronting a fashion-themed program, Plessen felt 
the burning desire to launch her own label intensify. in 2011, 
she took the cue and designed a capsule collection of flirty-
yet-edgy pieces that not only mirrored her personal style, but 
also laid the foundations for the brand.

“it’s important for me to make my 
personal style part of nikkie’s Dna. 
the bottom line is: if it’s not right for 
my wardrobe, then it’s not right for the 
brand. My team understands this—it’s 
in our veins,” Plessen explains. 

this pragmatic approach has 
resulted in versatile collections 
that address the needs of today’s 
confident urbanite, taking her 
effortlessly from day to night. Plessen 
also strikes the balance between 
high-street and high fashion through 
her designs. “that’s why [the label is] 
so compelling to my customers,” adds 

Plessen, who counts top models tyra banks and natasha Poly 
as some of her biggest fans. “Modern women are independent, 
sophisticated, but also busy. our agendas are filled to the brim 
with appointments and responsibilities, be it business, family 
or social. i want to provide the nikkie woman with solutions 
for every occasion.”

NIKKIE is available at Takashimaya Ladies’ Wear Department Level 3

Nikkie Plessen

Graphic panels 
on a leather 
dress instantly 
add aplomb 

Plessen 
channels 
off-duty 
chic with 
denim



Ge t inSPiReD bY nikkie ’S  FaVouRiteS
Nikkie Plessen takes a break from the drawing blocks to model her latest creations, while sharing tips on how to make each ensemble work for you. 

Jolie top, $159.95

Check Skirt, 
$199.95

ThaT ‘70s shoW
“I love the glam rock style of the 
early ‘70s. The decade’s also my 

favorite era in fashion, so we 
introduced flare jeans.”

Top guN
“Match a pencil 

skirt with a classic 
top and point-toe 

pumps. How’s 
that for talking 

business?”

sTrEET fIghTEr
“The statement T-shirts and 

sweaters are my favourite sports-
meet-street staples. Go casual 

chic with jeans.”

Duo LINgo
“Less is more! I like black and 
white staple pieces with an 

extra  touch of silver hardware 
for an added edge.”

Skylar 
cardigan, 
$209.95

Ella hat, 
$89.95 

Denisa skirt, 
$389.95

Judy dress, 
$279.95

Tracy skirt, 
$359.95

Buckle 
shoe, 
$269.95

Bracelets, 
$89 each 

Alena 
cape top, 
$219.95

Riley dress, 
$269.95

Vanity T-shirt, 
$89.95 


